CO-SLEEPING* AND SIDS: A guide for health professionals

~680,000 babies are born each year in England and Wales¹

~340,000 babies will have slept together in an adult bed with one or both parents by three months, whether intended or not²

Sleeping in close contact helps babies to settle and supports breastfeeding³,⁴,⁵ which in turn protects babies from Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS).⁶

On any night, 22% of babies will bed-share◊ – so 149,000 babies will be in bed with their parent tonight.²

IN 2017, 183 BABIES DIED OF SIDS IN THE UK: 0.03% OF ALL BIRTHS⁷

Previous UK data suggests:

■ around half of SIDS babies die while sleeping in a cot or Moses basket.
■ around half of SIDS babies die while co-sleeping. However, 90% of these babies died in hazardous situations which are largely preventable.#,⁸

IF NO BABY CO-SLEPT IN HAZARDOUS SITUATIONS, WE COULD POTENTIALLY REDUCE CO-SLEEPING SIDS DEATHS BY NEARLY 90%⁸

unicef.uk/safesleeping

*Co-sleeping: an adult and a baby sleeping together on any surface (such as a bed, chair or sofa).
◊ Bed-sharing: sharing a bed with one or both parents while baby and parent(s) are asleep.
# Using SIDS by sleeping environment from the latest case-control study conducted in England.
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As a health professional tasked with discussing co-sleeping and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) with parents (as recommended by NICE (2014) CG37), it is easy to feel overwhelmed.

The messages can seem complex, controversial and at odds with the reality of parents’ lives. You may also fear getting it wrong, as this could result in the loss of a baby’s life and/or serious consequences for your career. It can, therefore, feel safest to either simply tell all parents to never co-sleep or just to say nothing at all.

Unfortunately, this approach is not safe. It can increase the risks to babies because:

- Young babies wake frequently at night and need to be fed and cared for somewhere. In most homes this will be in bed or on a sofa or armchair, simply because there is no other comfortable place. Parents can easily choose the more dangerous sofa over the less dangerous bed because they are trying to follow advice to never bed-share.
- Mothers can try and sit up rather than lay in bed to breastfeed in order to stop themselves falling asleep. As most babies breastfeed frequently, mothers risk falling asleep in a more dangerous position than if they had been lying down. Many abandon breastfeeding altogether as they are so exhausted, thereby depriving themselves and their baby of all the benefits that breastfeeding brings.
- Babies thrive on closeness and comfort. Many parents end up co-sleeping, whether they intended to or not, as it settles their baby and so enables everyone to sleep.

While some young babies settle easily in a cot or Moses basket between feeds, others do not. Some parents who choose not to co-sleep may decide to encourage their baby to learn to sleep independently using the controlled crying method, which is not recommended. This approach can be distressing for the parents and their baby, be detrimental to the baby’s growth and development and can undermine breastfeeding.

So what to do?

SIDS is very rare (0.03% of all births) and it will never be possible to eliminate all risk. However, with sensible, parent-centred communication, we could potentially reduce co-sleeping SIDS deaths by nearly 90%.

Remember that it isn’t helpful to tell parents what they must or mustn’t do; instead, listen carefully and offer information appropriate to their needs. You may find the Unicef UK ‘Having meaningful conversations with mothers’ guide helpful (available at unicef.uk/safesleeping).

Acknowledge that young babies wake and feed frequently in the night and that this is normal and not modifiable, as young babies are not capable of ‘learning’ to defer their needs. Accepting this reality can be helpful, as parents are reassured that their baby is normal and they aren’t doing anything wrong. It can also relieve the pressure to find ‘solutions’.
Give parents (or talk through with parents) the Unicef UK leaflet ‘Caring for your baby at night’, which covers all the safety issues and offers practical tips (available at unicef.uk/safesleeping). Durham University’s Baby Sleep Information Source website can also be suggested. It is most important to explain that around half of all parents will sleep with their baby at some point, be this planned or unplanned, and, although SIDS is very rare, it is much more likely to happen in certain circumstances.

Therefore:

- Sleeping on a sofa or chair with a baby is very dangerous\(^9\) and should always be avoided. If parents fall asleep with their baby they are much safer in a bed than on a sofa or chair.*
- SIDS is more likely if parents co-sleep after drinking or taking drugs;\(^9\) having an open conversation can help them to understand why they should be very careful not to fall asleep with their baby after drinking or taking drugs. Drink and drugs also affect normal functioning and decision-making. Discuss the importance of planning care for their baby at such times, for example by asking a sober adult to help.
- Co-sleeping is much more dangerous when parents smoke or have smoked during pregnancy;\(^9\) help parents understand this and offer every support for them to cut down or stop, especially in pregnancy.
- SIDS is more common in babies who were born low birthweight or premature; therefore parents of these babies should avoid co-sleeping especially in early infancy.\(^9\)

Try and take time to discuss the issues with these parents and to help them look for practical solutions to issues that are affecting them such as lack of a cot, bed or space for sleeping. Breaks in routine, such as visiting friends and family overnight or going on holiday can also present an extra risk to babies. Suggesting that parents think about what they are going to do at such times can therefore be helpful.

Remember, shocking messages that imply that all/any co-sleeping leads to death are not helpful. They do not reflect the evidence, and they frighten parents and staff, induce guilt and close down honest conversations.

*Adult beds are not designed to keep babies safe – parents must keep babies safe. Please refer to Unicef UK’s ‘Caring for your baby at night’ booklet and health professionals’ guide for more information.
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